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About this issue

Welcome to this issue of the “Journal for Health Occupations Education”:

With this fall 2001 issue we have climbed to the next level of electronic publication, inclusion of digital color photographs within articles and outside of actual articles. Typically print journals are text based with tables and chart. Generally, when the same publication goes electronic it follows the same format—as we did for the first year. However, since all articles are only submitted and reviewed electronically, it followed that all pictures should be done the same way, which we did except for one photo, sent as print photo and scanned digitally. But our intent is to do it all electronically and digitally. Expect more photos and even video imbedded within articles; all this can be done with an electronic publication.

Our sincere appreciation is extended to the sponsor of this issue, Lippincott Williams, and Wilkins through Leigh Wells. We are able to demonstrate the power of the web with their “full page” advertisement within the Journal.

I think you will find this issue thought provoking, informative, and even entertaining with the variety of articles included.

Remember we look forward to articles submitted electronically to:
Larry Hudson, Ph. D., Editor
lhudson@mail.ucf.edu

Most sincerely,
Larry Hudson, Ph.D. Editor